Ume Kanzawa
1881 - 1943

Ume Kanzawa emigrated from Yamanashi, Japan with her son, Fred, in 1912. Her husband, Tsunetaro, had been in the United States since 1903. Three more sons were born in America: Tatsuo, Haruo, and Toshio.

Tsunetaro was arrested by the FBI in April of 1942 at taken to the Lordsburg camp in New Mexico then transferred to Santa Fe. Ume and three of her children went to Topaz.

Ume died in Topaz on November 8, 1943. Tsunetaro died in the Santa Fe camp on December 15, 1944.
Mrs. Kanzawa Passes Away

Mrs. Ume Kanzawa, 6-12-CD, priestess of a Tenrikyo church in San Francisco, passed away yesterday morning.

She is survived by her husband Rev. Tsunetaro Kanzawa who is now interned in New Mexico, and her children, Tatsuo, Haruo, Toshio and Mrs. Tomiyoko Hirano.

FINAL RITES SET

Otsuya services for Mrs. Ume Kanzawa who passed away yesterday morning will be held tomorrow night from 8:30 at rec 22.

Funeral services will be held Thursday from 2:30 PM, also at rec 22.